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Dear Reader,
It’s common knowledge that you feel the time running when you are busy. Working on
digitalLIFE4CE for 13 month now, made me just realise what our partnership has accomplished
during that time. Last July we found ourselves getting together for the first time in Pinkafeld und at
the beginning of this June we worked intensively on our next steps during our third partner meeting
in Rijeka. In the last period we started to bring our digitalLIFE4CE Learning Hub to live, which will
be available for knowledgetransfer in innovation of integrated healthcare soon. We also started to
move from our digital work to the “real” world and established the first mobility actions for
traveling to partner regions for building new cooperation and communicate our messages. Now, at
the beginning of our third project period we are in the process of anchoring and build on what we
have done so far. There are more mobility actions to come and we will build more cooperation
within Central Europe to create our “Task Forces” and “Network Alliances” for ensuring our project
outcomes will result in new projects to carry on building bridges in Central Europe’s innovation
network for integrated healthcare.
In this issue of digitalLIFE4CE eNews we invite you to have a closer look at our current work and the
development of our project in the first year:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bringing it all together for innovation in integrated system solutions
digitalLIFE4CE Learning Hub for knowledgetransfer tested
Creating a new order for cooperation in innovation
New Joint Strategy for integrated digital healthcare Innovations
First Mobility Actions realised: University of Applied Sciences invited to Long Night of
Research
6. Behind the Scenes –in this issue we introduce STEP Ri
7. Save the Dates
Happy reading. Have a good and healthy summer. We’d be happy if you’d check our project website
from time to time to stay updated on our events and take the chance to join our work. If you are
on Twitter do not miss this and follow us.
Best Regards,

Rebecca Winter

Head of Communication digitalLIFE4CE
PS: For more Information about digitalLIFE4CE please contact your local partner or write an email
to rebecca.winter@med-in-leipzig.de
This project is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund through Interreg Central Europe.

